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Prudential Financial Inc. (PRU) is the parent of insurance companies Prudential Insurance Company of America (PICA) and Pruco Life 

Insurance Company, formed in December 2001 after the firm demutualized and completed an initial public offering of stock.  Through 

its subsidiaries, PRU offers a wide range of products and services including insurance, annuities, retirement-related services, mutual 

funds and investment management. PRU has operations in the United States, Asia (mainly Japan), Europe and Latin America. 

Prudential Insurance Company of America has a leading position in the US life and retirement market, with a top 10 positions in a 

number of life, retirement and annuity markets. In recent years PRU has exited numerous businesses, including group healthcare, P&C 

insurance, global commodities, real estate and relocation, residential mortgage banking, and investment banking, which had higher 

business risks or were non-core businesses in which the company lacked a competitive advantage. In July 2012 the company announced 

its decision to cease sales of group long-term care insurance reflecting the challenging economics of the long-term care market including 

the continued low interest rate environment. These divestments helped to reduce enterprise risk and to strengthen the company’s 

overall credit profile. PRU has been changing its business mix away from interest sensitive products like long-term care insurance and 

growing in pensions business. Over the past several years PRU has experienced significant growth in the Pension Risk Transfer (PRT) 

business having accumulated significant pension account values from a large number of plans in the U.S. and the U.K.  

 

In 2019 Prudential Financial acquired Assurance IQ for $2.4 bn plus $1.2 bn multi-year earnout contingent upon Assurance achieving 

growth objectives. Assurance IQ is a startup online insurance brokerage service selling life, health, Medigap, auto and home insurance 

policies. The acquisition allowed PRU to reach underserved mass market through this new digital direct-to-consumer channel. PRU has 

been focused on growing its financial wellness business and this acquisition added a rapidly growing, technology-driven distribution 

platform with PRU selling its own products alongside those of third-party providers. In 2020 Prudential sold its Korean business for 

$1.9 bn. PRU recognized an approximate $800 mn after-tax loss on sale in 2020.  

 

In November 2020 PRU announced that it will discontinue sales of variable annuities with guaranteed living benefits and will explore 

strategic solutions for in-force blocks of variable annuities. In early 2021 Prudential Financial announced that the company will 

continue its transformation by executing on its $750 million cost savings plan and by taking additional steps to increase growth 

potential and reduce market sensitivity. Over the next three years Prudential plans to reallocate $5-10 bn of capital with the intention of 

doubling the earnings contribution of its higher growth businesses and halving Individual Annuities. PRU’s Individual Annuities 

business contributed 22% of its earnings which it plans to reduce to less than 10% through run-off, reinsurance and block sales. PRU’s 

higher growth businesses include PGIM, Assurance IQ and Emerging Markets, which together contributed 18% of its earnings which it 

plans to increase to more than 30% through organic growth and programmatic acquisitions in PGIM and Emerging Markets within 

International Businesses. PRU will also target $10 bn capital return to shareholders over the next three years.  

Prudential operations consist of PGIM (global investment management business) that contributed 18% of earnings, U.S. Businesses 

(including U.S. Workplace Solutions, U.S. Individual Solutions, and Assurance IQ divisions) that contributed 40% of earnings, 

International Businesses that contributed 42% of earnings, the Closed Block division and Corporate and Other operations. The U.S. 

Workplace Solutions division consists of Retirement and Group Insurance businesses; the U.S. Individual Solutions division consists of 
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Individual Annuities and Individual Life businesses; and the Assurance IQ division consists of Assurance IQ business, which was 

acquired in October 2019. Japanese operations accounted for 95% of International Businesses earnings.  

 

Prudential Financial reported after-tax adjusted operating income of $4.1 bn for 2020 compared to $4.7 bn for 2019. Total adjusted 

operating income before taxes was $5.1 bn in 2020, down from $5.9 bn in 2019. PGIM reported adjusted operating income of $1.3 bn, 

up 26 % y/y on higher asset management fees partially offset by higher expenses. Retirement segment reported income of $1.4 bn, up 

10% y/y on higher reserve gains and lower expenses. Group Insurance segment reported loss of $16 mn in 2020 compared to income of 

$285 mn in 2019 due to less favorable underwriting results in group life and group disability businesses, and lower net investment 

spread results. U.S. Individual Solutions division reported income of $1.4 bn, down 26% y/y driven by Individual Annuities (income of 

$1.47 bn, down 20%) on unfavorable impact from annual assumptions review and lower fee income, while Individual Life (loss of $48 

mn) reflected lower underwriting results. Assurance IQ division reported loss of $88 mn in its first full year of reporting since 

acquisition of the business in October 2019. The loss reflects net revenues that were more than offset by operating expenses as well as 

amortization expenses related to intangible assets recognized as part of purchase accounting. International Businesses reported 

adjusted operating income before taxes of $3 bn in 2020, down 5% y/y. Results for 2020 were negatively impacted by currency 

exchange rates, unfavorable impact from annual reviews and update of assumptions, as well as lower net investment spread results and 

lower earnings from joint venture investments, partially offset by favorable underwriting results including business growth. Corporate 

and Other reported loss of $1.8 bn in 2020 (compared to loss of $1.77 bn in 2019) driven by lower investment income and higher 

interest expense on debt, partially offset by lower charges related to corporate costs and initiatives, as well as favorable pension and 

employee benefit results.  

 

During 1Q21 PRU reported record high after-tax adjusted operating income of $1.7 bn compared to $897 mn for the year-ago quarter. 

1Q21 results were driven by increase in variable investment income, favorable reserve developments in the Retirement segment and 

one-time gain on sale of an Italian JV in PGIM.  

 

PRU’s general account investment portfolio is well diversified across asset classes, industry sectors, geographic regions and issuers. Risk 

limits and exposure ranges for the investment portfolio are approved annually by the Investment Committee of the Board of Directors. 

PRU underwrites their own credit risk through direct originations of commercial mortgages and private placements. As of March 31, 

2021 PRU held $455 bn of general account investments (excluding closed block): 39% in corporate securities, 30% in government 

securities, 12% in mortgage loans, 5% in structured products, 2% in policy loans, 1% in short-term investments, 1% in equities and 10% 

other. 76% of the investment portfolio was in fixed income securities of which 72% were NAIC 1 rated, 22% NAIC 2 rated and 6% NAIC 

3-6 rated. High yield exposure is weighted towards higher quality and asset-rich sectors, with an emphasis on allocations to private 

placements with strong covenants and ability to restructure. Higher risk investments include CMBS (2% of investment portfolio; 99.9% 

rated ‘A’ or better), ABS (2% of investments), and commercial mortgage loans (12% of total investments). 83% of PRU’s ABS 

investments comprises of AAA-rated collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), which is the most senior tranche with the strongest 

structural protections in each transaction. PRU has substantial insurance operations in Japan with 44% of general account investments 

relating to the Japanese insurance operations. 

 

As of 03/31/2021, PRU (including closed block) had total assets of $907 bn, shareholders’ equity of $59 bn and assets under 

management of over $1.7 trln. PRU targets operating capital levels and leverage consistent with AA ratings. At the end of FY20, PRU 

reported a Risk-Based Capital (RBC) ratio of 394%, with the target to maintain RBC above 375%. Beginning in 2Q20 PRU suspended its 

share repurchase program due to the uncertainty of the pandemic. In February 2021 the insurer’s Board of Directors authorized the 

repurchase of up to $1.5 bn of its shares in 2021. PRU plans to return approximately $10 billion of capital to shareholders via dividends 

and share repurchases over the next three years.  Financial leverage as measured by capital debt to adjusted capital ratio (excluding 

AOCI) was at 25.4% as of 03/31/2021. PRU maintained a very strong liquidity position with $5.6 bn of holding company cash, short-

term investments and U.S. Treasury fixed maturities as of YE20 versus $4.1 bn at YE19 and above the target range of $3-5 bn. In 

addition, PRU had $4 bn undrawn credit facility maturing in July 2022 and 2 contingent capital facilities of $1.5 bn each maturing in 

November 2023 and May 2030. Despite having a relatively large CP program in place, PRU has significantly reduced its use of short-

term debt in an effort to better manage assets and liabilities. PRU also uses hedging and sophisticated ALM strategies to keep asset-

liability mismatches within reasonable tolerances. 
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Prudential maintains a competitive position in its global insurance business and benefits from diverse revenue streams, but partially 

offsetting these factors is the company’s above average exposure to equity market volatility given its large VA, retirement, and asset 

management businesses. PRU has a strong international presence, robust capital adequacy, solid financial flexibility, and consistently 

generates good operating profits. The company benefits from a strong competitive position and favorable pricing environment in Japan, 

where it generates high returns, and growth in the U.S. is being driven by higher return businesses such as asset management, 

retirement, and annuities. Prudential’s International business (Life Planner and Gibraltar) focuses on protection-type products with 

lower risk profile and strong growth opportunities. PRU remains sensitive to equity market volatility given VA book, however, it 

announced reduction in this business going forward. Rapid growth in the company’s pension risk transfer business in recent years 

results in higher investment, asset liability management and longevity risks. 

 

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG): 

 PRU is rated A by MSCI which highlights the insurer's strong efforts in establishing talent management initiatives and its solid 

data protection practices.  

 PRU is committed to promoting long-term sustainability. The Board introduced a multi-stakeholder framework that extends 

the Board's accountability to investors, employees, customers and society at large. 

 Investment Strategy: adopted U.N. Principles for Responsible Investing, ESG-focused Investment Philosophy, Investing to 

Mitigate Climate Change, Global Environmental Commitment. 

 Disclosure & Transparency: Adopted Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (e.g. quantifying greenhouse gas 

emissions, recycling and water usage). Published metrics in accordance with the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board.  

 Environmental: First U.S. insurer to issue a green bond. Received A- on CDP's 2020 Climate Change Survey. Included in 

FTSE4Good Index Series for 10th year.  

 Social: Introduced nine commitments to advance racial equity. Renewing and expanding executive compensation plan's 

Diversity and Inclusion Performance Modifier for 2021-2023. 

 Governance: Welcomed new independent board member. Prudential's 13-member board is 85% independent and 82% of 

independent directors are diverse. 

 

Strengths: 

 Very strong competitive position in the U.S. and Japan and strong brand recognition. 

 Good earnings diversification by line of business and geography, including in unregulated businesses.  

 Strong capitalization and liquidity. 

 Strong risk management and control. 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Higher-risk products with potential earnings volatility, such as variable annuities, no-lapse universal life insurance, legacy 

long-term care block.  

 Significant captive exposure with off balance sheet financing exposure.  

 Emerging risks in a fast growing pension risk transfer business. 

 Aggressive capital management and complex capital structure. 

 

Key Statistics – Prudential Insurance Company of America 

($ millions) 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 

Total Assets without Separate Account $154,208  $146,040  $133,493  $127,037  $123,992  

Separate Account Assets $156,445  $146,278  $137,672  $139,127  $136,303  

        Total Assets $310,653  $292,318  $271,164  $266,164  $260,294  

Capital & Surplus $11,597  $11,483  $10,695  $9,948  $11,174  

Net Gain from Operations before Tax $1,998  $240  $1,580  $890  $6,088  
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Net Realized Capital Gains (Losses) ($205) ($140) ($79) ($722) ($507) 

Net Income $1,770  ($169) $1,324  ($217) $5,213  

Return on Average Assets (Stat.) 0.58% -0.06% 0.50% -0.08% 2.05% 

Return on Average Equity (Stat.) 14.98% -1.41% 13.01% -1.92% 48.22% 

RBA Ratio (ACL) 787.60% 821.16% 770.00% 820.13% 913.44% 
Sources:  Company Reports and Statutory Filings 
 
Mellon Investments Corporation (“Mellon”) is a registered investment advisor and subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation ("BNY Mellon"). The Firm 
also includes assets managed by Mellon personnel acting as dual officers of affiliated companies. AUM, client and employee counts are as of the most recent quarter 
end, unless noted otherwise. Where applicable, assets include discretionary and non-discretionary assets, the notional value of overlay strategies, and assets managed 
by investment personnel acting in their capacity as officers of affiliated entities. ESG assets include assets managed in fundamental active strategies, custom ESG 
strategies, and assets managed in accordance with client directed SRI guidelines. BNY Mellon Investment Management is one of the world’s leading investment 
management organizations and one of the top U.S. wealth managers, encompassing BNY Mellon’s affiliated investment management firms, wealth management 
organization and global distribution companies. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may also be used as a generic 
term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its various subsidiaries generally. 
Mellon’s investment capabilities in fixed income, equities and multi-asset, and liquidity will be realigned with Insight Investment (Insight), Newton Investment 
Management (Newton) and Dreyfus Cash Investment Strategies (the “Reorganization”).  The Reorganization is expected to occur in August 2021.  As part of the 
Reorganization, Mellon’s fixed income capabilities will transition to Insight, Mellon’s equity and multi-asset capabilities will be transitioned to Newton, and Mellon will 
continue to operate its cash and liquidity business under the brand of Dreyfus Cash Investment Strategies.  There will be no change to the firms’ investment processes 
or philosophies during the transition period as a result of the change.  Following the transition period, Mellon will continue to deliver institutional equity and fixed 
income index management.  
The Bank of New York Mellon, a New York state chartered banking institution, is the discretionary trustee for its bank-maintained collective investment funds which 
include any funds presented. The Bank of New York Mellon is responsible for the management of the Funds, including the custody of Fund assets. Employees of Mellon 
Investments Corporation (“Mellon”) manage the assets of the Funds in their capacity as dual officers of The Bank of New York Mellon. The Bank of New York Mellon 
and Mellon are subsidiaries of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. Any collective investment funds presented are not deposits of, and are not insured or 
guaranteed by, any bank, the FDIC or any other government agency. Please refer to the fund’s Schedule A for important additional information. 
This document may not be used for the purpose of an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful or 
not authorized. This material (or any portion thereof) may not be copied or distributed without Mellon’s prior written approval. 
Statements are current as of the date of the material only. 
The following provides a simplified example of the cumulative effect of management fees on investment performance: An annual management fee of 0.80% applied 
over a five-year period to a $100 million portfolio with an annualized gross return of 10% would reduce the value of the portfolio from $161,051,000 to $154,783,041. 
The actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary depending on account size, structure, cash flow and other account-specific factors. Mellon’s standard 
fees are shown in Part 2A of its Form ADV. 
No investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. Past results are not indicative of future 
performance and are no guarantee that losses will not occur in the future. Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur. 
Performance is expressed in U.S. dollars unless noted otherwise. Performance results for one year and less are not annualized. Many factors affect performance 
including changes in market conditions and interest rates and in response to other economic, political, or financial developments. 
To derive Ten Largest Holdings, Characteristics, Economic Sector Weightings, Country Weightings and Portfolio Holdings for presentation purposes, a representative 
institutional account (“Account”) has been identified to be used as a proxy for the strategy. The information provided in this document should not be considered a 
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in an account’s portfolio at the time 
you receive this report or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent an Account’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate 
may represent only a small percentage of an Account’s portfolio holdings. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed were 
or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance 
of the securities discussed herein. 
Some information contained herein has been obtained from third-party sources that are believed to be reliable, but the information has not been independently verified 
by Mellon. Mellon makes no representations as to the accuracy or the completeness of such information and has no obligation to revise or update any statement herein 
for any reason. 
Charts and graphs herein are provided as illustrations only and are not meant to be guarantees of any return. The illustrations are based upon certain assumptions that 
may or may not turn out to be true.  
The use of corporate names or logos in this presentation, other than those of Mellon or its affiliates, is for illustrative purposes only and rights to any logos, trademarks 
or servicemarks are owned by their respective entities. It is not known whether the listed companies endorse or disapprove of Mellon or any advisory services provided.  
Mellon claims compliance with the CFA Institute Asset Manager Code of Professional Conduct. This claim has not been verified by CFA Institute. 
The indices referred to herein are used for comparative and informational purposes only and have been selected because they are generally considered to be 
representative of certain markets. Comparisons to indices as benchmarks have limitations because indices have volatility and other material characteristics that may 
differ from the portfolio, investment or hedge to which they are compared. The providers of the indices referred to herein are not affiliated with Mellon, do not endorse, 
sponsor, sell or promote the investment strategies or products mentioned herein and they make no representation regarding the advisability of investing in the products 
and strategies described herein. Please see Mellon.com for important index licensing information. 


